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Welcome on board this Global Aircraft. In this issue of the Global Aviation Magazine, we will 
take a look at two more Global Lines cities Port of Spain, Trinidad, and Cebu, Philippines. We 
also take another look at a featured aircraft in the Global Fleet. This month’s featured aircraft 
is the McDonnell Douglas MD-11F.  

 

On behalf of our Officers, Staff and Crews, we wish you a pleasant flight! 

2. Port of Spain, Trinidad - Tung 
 
5. Cebu, Philippines – Queen City 
 
8. Pilot Information 
 
9. Introducing the McDonnell Douglas MD-11F 
 
11. In-Flight Movies/Featured Music  
 
13. From the Front Desk 

The three story lobby and bar area at Los Angeles 

International Airport. 

 

Page 1 - Introduction 

The three story lobby at the Global Explorer’s 

Club located at Seattle International Airport. 

Three story Lobby/Bar at the Global Explorer’s 

Club at Washington National airport. 

Three story Lobby/Bar at the Global Explorer’s 

Club at Las Vegas International airport. 
Three story Lobby at the Global Explorer’s lub at 

Anchorage International airport. 

Member’s computer facility at the Global 

Explorer’s Club at Anchorage International 
Member’s Bar at the Global Explorer’s Club at 

Dallas/Ft. Worth airport. 

New Global Explorer’s Lounge at Beijing Airport Member check-in and lounge at London 

Heathrow’s Global Explorer Club. 

Global Explorer Member’s check-in and reception 

area Tel Aviv, Israel 

Member check-in area of the Global Explorer’s 

Club in Oslo, Norway. 

Global Explorer Club member check-in area 

Copenhagen, Denmark 



 

 

 

 
  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Page 2 – Port-of-Spain, Trinidad - Tung 

Port of Spain, also written as Port-of-Spain, is the capital of the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago and the country's 

third-largest municipality, after San Fernando and Chaguanas. The city has a municipal population of 37,074, a 

metropolitan population of 128,026 and a transient daily population of 250,000. It is located on the Gulf of Paria, on 

the northwest coast of the island of Trinidad and is part of a larger conurbation stretching from Chaguaramas in the 

west to Arima in the east with an estimated population of 600,000. The city serves primarily as a retail and 

administrative centre and it has been the capital of the island since 1757. It is also an important financial services 

centre for the Caribbean and is home to two of the largest banks in the region. The city is also home to the largest 

container port on the island and is one of several shipping hubs of the Caribbean, exporting both agricultural products 

and manufactured goods. Bauxite from the Guyanas and iron ore from Venezuela are trans-shipped via facilities at 

Chaguaramas, about five miles west of the city. The pre-Lenten Carnival is the city's main annual cultural festival 

and tourist attraction. 

Today, Port of Spain is as a 

leading city in the Caribbean 

region. Trinidad hosted the Fifth 

Summit of the Americas in 2009 

whose guests included US 

President Barack Obama and US 

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. 

Port of Spain also hosted the 

Commonwealth Heads of 

Government Meeting in 2009 and 

hosted a Commonwealth Business 

Forum in 2011. The part of today's 

downtown Port of Spain closest to 

the sea was once an area of tidal 

mudflats covered by mangroves. 

The first Spanish buildings here, in 

the 16th and 17th centuries, were 

open mud-plastered ajoupas. 



 

 

 

 
  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Page 3 – Port-of-Spain, Trinidad - Tung 

The oldest part of the city is the downtown area (colloquially referred to as "Town", and pronounced by Trinis similar 

to the word "tong"), between South Quay (to the south), Oxford Street (to the north), the St. Ann's River (to the east), 

and Richmond Street (to the west). The heart of downtown is Woodford Square - formerly Brunswick Square 

(renamed in the 19th century for British Governor, Sir Ralph James Woodford). On its northern side are City Hall and 

the Hall of Justice, seat of the Supreme Court; on its western side is the Red House, seat of Parliament; the Anglican 

Holy Trinity Cathedral is on its south side, and on the block south-west of the square is the National Library. A 

number of government offices are located in the immediate vicinity, and the blocks north and west of the Red House 

are home to many lawyers' chambers. Another busy area in Port Of Spain is Independence Square, located closer to 

the waterfront and to most of the high rise structures of the city. Woodford Square itself is a green oasis in the heart of 

the city, with a late-Victorian fountain and bandstand, trees, benches, and lawns. It has famously been the site of 

many political rallies over the decades; former Prime Minister Eric Williams gave many public lectures here, dubbing 

it "the University of Woodford Square", and near the eastern gate is a spot which has become Port of Spain's 

Speakers' Corner. 

 

Two blocks south of Woodford Square is Independence 

Square which runs along the breadth of downtown Port 

of Spain. The section of the square immediately behind 

the cathedral is called Columbus Square. Before 

extensive land reclamation in the early 19th century, the 

city's shoreline ran through Independence Square. In the 

early 1990s, illegal vendors who had set up shop in the 

middle of the square were evicted and major repaving 

and landscaping was undertaken. The new pedestrian 

area in the middle of the square was named the Brian 

Lara Promenade in honor of Trinidad and Tobago's star 

cricket batsman. South of the square, Frederick Street 

widens and becomes Broadway leading to a lighthouse. 



 

 

 

 
 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Page 4 – Port-of-Spain, Trinidad - Tung 

Housing in Port of Spain ranges from luxurious waterfront apartments to board houses lacking indoor plumbing and 

motor vehicular access. Continued pressure for expansion of commercial development in Woodbrook and uptown 

POS (Port of Spain proper) has led to a rapid rate of decline in the city's population over the past 4 decades. The 

private development scheme at Damien Street Woodbrook recently provided 350 luxury-apartments, but those are 

unaffordable to most, even though it was originally intended for the general population. To address the problem, 

East Port of Spain Development Company was formed in 2005 with a mandate to develop and redevelop a zone in 

east Port-of-Spain to improve the economic, social and physical environment of those areas. Large parts of Port of 

Spain's Eastern entrance have been cleared of old warehouses and substandard housing. There are several new 

government housing projects in the city which are under construction or planned. 

Port of Spain is a shopping and business 

centre for much of the country. Most 

government offices are also located in the city 

and many important Government services can 

only be accessed in the Ministry offices 

located downtown.  

 

Within recent years, local banks headquartered 

here have helped it become a financial centre 

for the Caribbean and Central America region. 

Two of the largest banks in the Caribbean, 

Republic Bank, Trinidad and Tobago Limited 

and Royal Bank of Trinidad and Tobago 

(RBTT, reacquired by the Royal Bank in 

2008) are headquartered here or base their 

Caribbean operations in the city. 



 

 

 

 
 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Page 5 – Cebu, Philippines – Queen City 

Cebu City, officially the City of Cebu, is the capital city of the province of Cebu and is the "second city" of the 

Philippines, being the center of Metro Cebu, the second most populous Metropolitan area in the Philippines after 

Metro Manila. With a population of 866,171 as per the 2010 census, it is the fifth most populated city in the country. 

Cebu City is a significant center of commerce, trade and education in the Visayas area. The City of Cebu is also 

known as the "Queen City of the South." The city is located on the eastern shore of Cebu Island. It is the first 

Spanish settlement and the oldest city in the Philippines. Cebu is the Philippines' main domestic shipping port and is 

home to about 80% of the country's domestic shipping companies. It is the center of a metropolitan area called Metro 

Cebu, which includes the cities of Carcar, Danao, Lapu-lapu, Mandaue, Naga, Talisay and the municipalities of 

Compostela, Consolacion, Cordova, Liloan, Minglanilla and San Fernando. Metro Cebu has a total population of 

about 2.55 million people (2010 Census). Cebu City is bordered to the northeast by Mandaue City and the town of 

Consolacion, to the west are Toledo City and the towns of Balamban and Asturias, to the south are Talisay City and 

the town of Minglanilla. Across Mactan Strait to the east is Mactan Island. 

 

The name "Cebu" came from the old Cebuano 

word sibu or sibo ("trade"), a shortened form of 

sinibuayng hingpit ("the place for trading"). It 

was originally applied to the harbors of the town 

of Sugbo, the ancient name for Cebu City. 

Sugbo, in turn, was derived from the Old 

Cebuano term for "scorched earth" or "great 

fire". Before the arrival of the Spaniards, Cebu 

city was part of the small rajahnate and trade 

center of Pulua Kang Dayang or Kangdaya 

(literally "[the islands] which belong to Daya"), 

now better known as the Rajahnate of Cebu. It 

was founded by a minor prince of the Hindu 

Chola dynasty of Sumatra, Sri Lumay. The name 

Sugbo (shortened form of Kang Sri Lumayng 

Sugbo, literally "that of Sri Lumay's great fire") 

refers to Sri Lumay's scorched earth tactics 

against Moro raiders (Magalos).  



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Page 6 – Cebu, Philippines – Queen City 

With Cebu City's proximity to many islands, beaches, hotel and resorts, diving locations and heritage sites, high 

domestic and foreign tourist arrivals have fueled the city's tourism industry. Due to its geographic location, 

accessibility by air, land and sea transportation, Cebu City has become the tourist gateway to Central and Southern 

Philippines. The city is a major hub for the business process outsourcing industry of the Philippines. In 2013, Cebu 

ranked 8th worldwide in the "Top 100 BPO Destinations Report" by global advisory firm, Tholons. In 2012, the 

growth in IT-BPO revenues in Cebu grew 26.9 percent at $484 million, while nationally; the industry grew 18.2 

percent at $13 billion. Cebu Holdings Inc. and the Ayala Corporation created the Cebu Park District, the integrated, 

master-planned, mixed-use economic zones of the Cebu Business Park and Cebu I.T. Park. Both parks host various 

regional headquarters for various companies in the banking, finance, IT and tourism sectors, among others. 

 

Shipbuilding companies in 

Cebu have manufactured bulk 

carriers of up to 70,000 metric 

tons deadweight and double 

hulled fast crafts as well. This 

industry made the Philippines 

the 4th largest shipbuilding 

country in the world. Cebu 

Pacific Air is an airline owned 

by the Cebu-based Gokongwei 

family. In 2008, Cebu Pacific 

was named as the world's 

number one airline in terms of 

growth. The airline carried a 

total of almost 5.5 million 

passengers in 2007, up 57.4 per 

cent from 2006. On January 6, 

2011, Cebu Pacific flew its 50 

millionth passenger from 

Manila to Beijing. The airline 

aims to reach the 100 million. 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Page 7 – Cebu, Philippines – Queen City 

Tourism is a thriving industry in Cebu. It hosted the 1998 ASEAN Tourism Forum. The city also hosted the East 

Asian Tourism Forum on August 2002, in which the province of Cebu is a member and signatory. There are 

significant number of Filipino-Spanish heritage buildings in Cebu City which includes the Basilica Minore del Santo 

Niño, Fort San Pedro, Casa Gorordo Museum and Magellan's Cross, among others. The Cebu Reggae Festival is a 

popular Filipino Reggae and Roots music festival; it now has become one of the Philippines' largest annual Reggae 

Festivals. On Cebuano musical heritage, the Jose R. Gullas Halad Museum holds musical memorabilia of Cebuano 

composers in the early 20th century. The Cebu City Sports Complex exhibits sporting and festival events. Within the 

city is the Cebu Taoist Temple, a Taoist temple located in Beverly Hills, one of the older but posh villages in Cebu. 

Views of Cebu City and its skyline can also be seen from villages and numerous gated communities located on its 

mountainsides. Ayala Center Cebu is a shopping mall at the Cebu Business Park, and is currently undergoing a 

massive expansion. On average, more than 85,000 people visit this mall every day, with the figure increasing to 

135,000 on weekends 

 

Cebu City currently has ten large universities each with a 

number of college branches throughout the city and more 

than a dozen other schools specializing in various courses. 

Among these schools is the University of San Carlos. It has 

four campuses around the metropolitan area. It is currently 

headed by the Society of the Divine Word. 

The University of the Philippines Cebu, located at 

Barangay Camputhaw in the district of Lahug in Cebu City 

currently has 8 courses and has plans of expansion and 

development. The U.P. Board of Regents elevated the 

status of U.P. Cebu as an autonomous unit of the University 

of the Philippines System on September 24, 2010. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Tower Chatter 
 

 

 

Unknown aircraft: "I'm f...ing bored!" 

Air Traffic Control: "Last aircraft transmitting, identify yourself immediately!" 

Unknown aircraft: "I said I was f...ing bored, not f...ing stupid!" 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Tower: "Eastern 702, cleared for takeoff, contact Departure on 124.7." 

Eastern 702: "Tower, Eastern 702 switching to Departure. By the way, after we lifted off we saw some kind of dead     

animal on the far end of the runway." 

Tower: "Continental 635, cleared for takeoff, contact Departure on 124.7. 

Did you copy that report from Eastern?" 

Continental 635: "Continental 635, cleared for takeoff, roger; and yes, we copied Eastern and we've already notified our 

caterers." 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

The German air controllers at Frankfurt Airport are a short-tempered lot. They not only expect one to know one's gate 

parking location, but how to get there without any assistance from them. So it was with some amusement that we (a Pan  

Am 747) listened to the following exchange between Frankfurt ground control and a British Airways 747, call sign  

"Speedbird 206": 

Speedbird 206: "Top of the morning, Frankfurt, Speedbird 206 clear of the active runway." 

Ground: "Guten Morgen. You vill taxi to your gate." 

The big British Airways 747 pulled onto the main taxiway and slowed to a stop. 

Ground: "Speedbird, do you not know where you are going?" 

Speedbird 206: "Stand by a moment, Ground, I'm looking up our gate location now." 

Ground (with arrogant impatience): Speedbird 206, haff you never flown to Frankfurt before?" 

Speedbird 206 (coolly): Yes, I have, actually, in 1944. In another type of Boeing, but just to drop something off. I didn’t 

stop." 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

O'Hare Approach Control: "United 329 heavy, your traffic is a Fokker, one o'clock, three miles, eastbound." 

United 239: "Approach, I've always wanted to say this...I've got that Fokker in sight." 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

A Pan Am 727 flight engineer waiting for start clearance in Munich overheard the following: 

Lufthansa (in German): Ground, what is our start clearance time?" 

Ground (in English): "If you want an answer you must speak English." 

Lufthansa (in English): "I am a German, flying a German airplane, in Germany. Why must I speak English?" 

Unknown voice (in a beautiful British accent): "Because you lost the bloody war!" 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

While practicing auto rotations during a military night training exercise a Huey Cobra screwed up the landing and landed 

on the tail rotor.  The landing was so hard that it broke off the tail boom. However, the chopper fortunately remained 

upright on its skids, sliding down the runway doing 360s. 

As the Cobra slid past the tower, trailing a brilliant shower of sparks, this was the radio exchange that took place... 

Tower: "Sir, do you need any assistance?!" 

Cobra: "I don't know, Tower, we aint done crashin' yet." 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 

 

Page 8 – Pilot Information 



 

 

 

 
A Global Air MD-11F Freighter flies over downtown San Francisco on its way to the Orient 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Page 9 – Introducing the McDonnell Douglas MD-11F 

The McDonnell Douglas MD-11F is a three-engine medium- to long-range wide body freight jet airliner, 

manufactured by McDonnell Douglas and, later, by Boeing Commercial Airplanes. Based on the DC-10, it features 

a stretched fuselage, increased wingspan with winglets, refined airfoils on the wing and smaller tailplane, new 

engines and increased use of composite materials. Two of its engines are mounted on underwing pylons and a third 

engine at the base of the vertical stabilizer. It also features an all-digital glass cockpit that decreases the flight deck 

crew from the three required on the DC-10 to two by eliminating the necessity for a flight engineer. 

The MD-11 was one of the first commercial designs to employ a computer-assisted pitch stability augmentation 

system that featured a fuel ballast tank in the tailplane, and a partly computer-driven horizontal stabilizer. Updates 

to the software package have achieved a situation where the plane's handling characteristics in manual flight are 

comparable to the DC-10, despite a much greater fuel efficiency achieved by the lessened drag of the smaller 

tailplane. 

After McDonnell Douglas merged with Boeing in 1997, the new company decided that MD-11 production would 

continue, though only for the freighter variant. However, in 1998 Boeing announced it would end MD-11 

production after filling current orders. The last passenger MD-11 built was delivered to Sabena in April 1998. The 

last two MD-11s were manufactured during June and September 2000, and delivered to Lufthansa Cargo on 

February 22 and January 21, 2001 respectively. 

 

The MD-11 features a two-crew cockpit that incorporates six 

interchangeable CRT-units and advanced Honeywell VIA 2000 computers. 

The cockpit design is called Advanced Common Flight deck (ACF) and is 

shared with the Boeing 717. Flight deck features include an Electronic 

Instrument System, a dual Flight Management System, a Central Fault 

Display System, and GPS. Category IIIb automatic landing capability for 

bad-weather operations and Future Air Navigation Systems are available. 

The MD-11 incorporates hydraulic fuses to prevent catastrophic loss of 

control in event of a hydraulic failure. 

 



 

  

  

 
 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Page 10 – Introducing the McDonnell Douglas MD-11F 

MD-11F (53 built): the Freight transport aircraft was the second variant on offer at launch in 1986 and was the last 

and longest (1988–2000) manufactured version. The all-cargo aircraft features the same forward port side cargo door 

(140 in x 102 in - 3.56 m x 2.59 m) as the MD-11CF, a main deck volume of 15,530 cubic feet (447 m
3
), a 

maximum payload of 200,151 lb (90,787 kg) and can transport 26 pallets of the same dimensions (88 in X 125 in 

(2.23 m X 3.18 m) or 96 in X 125 in (2.44 m X 3.18 m)) as for the MD-11C and MD-11CF. The MD-11F was 

delivered between 1991 and 2001 to FedEx Express (22), Lufthansa Cargo (14), and other airlines with fewer 

aircraft. 

 

MD-11CF (6 built): the Convertible Freighter variant was launched in 1991 by an order from Martinair for 3 aircraft 

plus two options. The MD-11CF feature a large forward port side cargo door (140 in x 102 in - 3.56 m x 2.59 m) 

located between the first two passenger doors, and can be used in an all passenger- or in an all cargo-configuration. 

As a freighter, it can transport twenty six pallets of the same dimensions (88 in X 125 in (2.23 m x 3.18 m) or 96 in x 

125 in (2.44 m x 3.18 m)) as for the MD-11C and MD-11F for a main deck cargo volume of 14,508 cubic feet 

(410.8 m
3
) and offers a maximum payload of 196,928 lb (89,325 kg). All six MD-11CFs were delivered to Martinair 

(4) and World Airways (2) during 1995. The two World Airways aircraft have been converted to freighter-only in 

2002.
 

 

MD-11 Boeing Converted Freighter (BCF) - Boeing and its group of international affiliates offer a conversion of 

used passenger airliners into freighters. The MD-11BCF is one of the models offered. 

In an effort to improve fuel efficiency, McDonnell Douglas 

designed the MD-11’s center of gravity to be much further aft than 

other commercial aircraft. This significantly reduces the margin for 

error during the takeoff and landing phases. A number of operators 

have introduced special training to assist crews in safely handling 

the MD-11's critical phases of flight. Some airlines, such as Finnair, 

Martinair and FedEx have made the structural changes required to 

allow their aircraft to have the higher MTOW. Swissair's 16 newly 

delivered aircraft were retrofitted with all the features except for the 

extra fuel tank and were so-designated MD-11AH for Advanced 

Heavy. 



 

 

 

 

 

Page 11 – In-Flight Movies/Featured Music 

22 Jump Street 

After making their way through high school (twice), big changes are in store for officers 

Schmidt (Jonah Hill) and Jenko (Channing Tatum) when they go deep undercover at a local 

college. But when Jenko meets a kindred spirit on the football team, and Schmidt infiltrates 

the bohemian art major scene, they begin to question their partnership. Now they don't have 

to just crack the case - they have to figure out if they can have a mature relationship. If these 

two overgrown adolescents can grow from freshmen into real men, college might be the best 

thing that ever happened to them. 

Comedy 

Into The Storm 

In the span of a single day, the town of Silverton is ravaged by an unprecedented onslaught 

of tornadoes. The entire town is at the mercy of the erratic and deadly cyclones, even as 

storm trackers predict the worst is yet to come. Most people seek shelter, while others run 

towards the vortex, testing how far a storm chaser will go for that once-in-a-lifetime shot. 

Told through the eyes and lenses of professional storm chasers, thrill-seeking amateurs, and 

courageous townspeople, "Into the Storm" throws you directly into the eye of the storm to 

experience Mother Nature at her most extreme.  

Action/Adventure 

November Man 

The November Man, Pierce Brosnan, is a lethal and highly trained ex-CIA agent, who has 

been enjoying a quiet life in Switzerland. When he is lured out of retirement for one last 

mission, he must protect valuable witness, Alice Fournier. He soon uncovers this 

assignment marks him a target of his former friend and CIA protégé. With growing 

suspicions of a mole in the agency, there is no one he can trust. THE NOVEMBER MAN is 

the ultimate cat and mouse game set in the world of international espionage. 

Mystery/Suspense 

The Expendables 

In THE EXPENDABLES 3, Barney (Stallone), Christmas (Statham) and the rest of the 

team come face-to-face with Conrad Stonebanks (Gibson), who years ago co-founded The 

Expendables with Barney. Stonebanks becomes a ruthless arms trader and someone who 

Barney was forced to kill, or so he thought. Stonebanks now is making it his mission to end 

The Expendables. Barney brings in a new era of Expendables team members, recruiting 

individuals. The latest mission becomes a clash of classic old-school style versus high-tech 

expertise in the Expendables' most personal battle yet. 

Action/Adventure 

The Giver 

A young man lives in a seemingly ideal, if colorless, world of conformity and contentment. 

As he begins to spend time with The Giver (Jeff Bridges), the sole keeper of all 

community's memories. Jonas begins to discover the dark and deadly truths of his 

community's past. With this newfound power of knowledge, he realizes the stakes are higher 

than imagined. At extreme odds, Jonas knows that he must escape their world to protect 

them all - a challenge that no one has ever succeeded at before. THE GIVER is based on 

Lois Lowry's beloved young adult novel of the same name, which was the winner the 1994 

Newbery Medal and has sold over 10 million copies worldwide.  

Science Fiction 



 

  

 

 
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Page 12 – In-Flight Movies/Featured Music 

Jennifer Lynn Lopez is an American actress, author, 

fashion designer, dancer, producer, singer, and 

songwriter. She became interested in pursuing a 

career in the entertainment industry following a 

minor role in the 1986 film My Little Girl, to the 

dismay of her Puerto Rican parents, who believed 

that it was an unrealistic career route for a Hispanic. 

Lopez gained her first regular high-profile job as a 

Fly Girl dancer on In Living Color in 1991, where 

she remained a regular until she decided to pursue an 

acting career in 1993. She received her first leading 

role in the Selena biopic of the same name in 1997. 

Lopez became the first Latina actress to earn over $1 

million for a role the following year, with the film 

Out of Sight. She ventured into the music industry in 

1999 with her debut studio album, On the 6. With the 

simultaneous release of her second studio album J.Lo 

and her film The Wedding Planner in 2001, Lopez 

became the first person to have a number one album 

and film in the same week. Her 2002 remix album, J 

to tha L–O! The Remixes, became the first in history 

to debut at number one on the U.S. Billboard 200, 

 

while her fifth studio album, Como Ama una Mujer), received the highest first-week sales for a Spanish album in the 

United States. With past record sales of 55 million and a cumulative film gross of over $2 billion, Lopez is regarded 

as the most influential Hispanic performer in the United States, as well as its highest paid Latin entertainer. As of 

March 2014, she has an estimated net worth of $250 million. Beyond entertainment, Lopez enjoyed a highly 

successful business career, consisting of various clothing lines, accessories, fragrances, a production company, 

television shows and a charitable foundation among other business interests. She has been married three times. 

 

Nickelback is a Canadian rock band formed in 1995 in 

Hanna, Alberta. The band is composed of guitarist and 

lead vocalist Chad Kroeger, guitarist, keyboardist and 

backing vocalist Ryan Peake, bassist Mike Kroeger, and 

drummer Daniel Adair. The band went through a few 

drummer changes between 1995 and 2005, achieving its 

current form when Adair replaced drummer Ryan 

Vikedal. Nickelback is one of the most commercially 

successful Canadian groups, having sold more than 50 

million albums worldwide and ranking as the eleventh 

best-selling music act, and the second best-selling foreign 

act in the U.S. of the 2000s, behind The Beatles. 

Billboard ranks them the top rock group of the decade, 

and their hit song "How You Remind Me" was listed as 

the top rock song of the decade and the fourth song of the 

decade. They were listed number seven on the Billboard 

top artist of the decade, with four albums listed on the 

Billboard top albums of the decade. The band signed with 

Roadrunner Records in 1999 and re-released their once-  

 

independent album, The State. The band achieved commercial success with the release of their 2000 album The State 

and then they achieved mainstream success with the release of their 2001 album Silver Side Up. Following the release 

of Silver Side Up the band released their biggest and most known hit today, "How You Remind Me" which peaked 

number 1 on the American and Canadian charts at the same time. Then, the band's fourth album The Long Road 

spawned 5 singles and continued the band's mainstream success with their hit single "Someday."  
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FROM THE FRONT DESK 

December, 2014 
 
 

Greetings again from the front desk. 

 

 

From all of the Officers, Staff and Crews at Global Lines two airlines Global Express Airways and Global Air 

International, we wish each and every one of you a VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS and a HAPPY NEW YEAR. We 

know it has been a tough year for many people in many of the countries we serves as an airline, and we sincerely 

hope the New Year will bring you all the blessings you deserve. 

 

As we look back on the year 2014, we have many things to be happy about and some unhappy moments as well. 

With the New Year comes new dreams and new opportunities and it is now time for all of us to work together to 

make 2015 better for ALL the inhabitants of this planet we call Earth. STOP the madness, grow up and act like a 

human and stop rewarding and enforcing the bad behavior of others in the name of being politically correct. It is time 

to get back to truth, our faith in something like God, Country, and fellow man. Can we at least try? 

 

The winter months always brings a lot more traffic and flight hours. I don’t know if the cold just keeps us in and we 

fly more or if we are just using them benefits to fly all over the world and SHOP! You guys and gals do keep our 

planes in the air and full and for that we again, thank you all! 

 

To you and all of our Global families, we love you and look forward to a New Year with some of the greatest Pilots 

in the world manning our flights in 2015! 

 

 

Until the next time……… Safe Flight Always! 

 

Sincerely, 
 

James “Mick” Taylor 
James “Mick” Taylor - GL-0004 

CEO Global Express Airways / Global Air International 
 
 


